Lecturers

• **Principle lecturer**
  • Rudolf Mak
  • Office: MF 6.067
  • Tel. 040 – 2473719
  • Email: r.h.mak@tue.nl

• **Second lecturer**
  • Erik Luit
  • Office: MF 6.118
  • Tel. 040 – 2474338
  • Email: e.j.luit@tue.nl
Outline + Workload breakdown

- **Workload:** 5 ECTS (140 hours)
- **Lectures:** 16 x 2 = 32 hours
  - 2 lectures per week: Tuesday 9-10, Friday 3-4
- **Obligatory homework:** 2 x
  - in groups of 3
  - ~ 2 x 6 = 12 hours pp
- **Essay:**
  - in groups of 3
  - ~ 40 hours pp
- **Final written exam:** ~ 56 hours
Grading

- Based on homework, essay and written exam
  - Homework 20%
  - Essay 30%
  - Written exam 50%
  - All parts must have a score ≥ 4

- Plagiarism (for homework and essay) will not be tolerated.
  - Recall code of conduct
I will maintain a web-page, with authoritative information:
- [http://www.win.tue.nl/~wsinmak/Education/2IMN10](http://www.win.tue.nl/~wsinmak/Education/2IMN10)

Check CANVAS on a regular basis for additional information. Eventually, CANVAS will become the principle information source.
For you to do

- Register (if you have not done yet)
  - ES-, CSE-, BIS-, AT-, EIT- students via OSIRIS
  - others by e-mail directly to me
    - include: name + student ID + curriculum

- Select partners to form a group
  - same group both for homework and essay
  - register your group in CANVAS